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Dining out in  Germany  

Food and marketing       

Accusative case            

Prepositions                   

Conjunctions

Germany today              

Economy and industry   

German government     

Austria, Switzerland, 

Luxemburg and 

Liechtenstein

German recycling system  

Recycling practices

Conjunctions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

German workplace                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Passive voice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Future tense. 

Governments and politics 

German/Americans 18 - 21 

year olds 

rights/responsibilities 

Passive voice 

Future tense
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Describe eating in a German 

restaurant                                                                                                                                                                                

Tipping correctly                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

German dating customs                                                                                                 

Discuss how to order 

Discuss geography and 

political borders             

Locate German states          

Discuss leaders

Ft. Worth/ German recycling 

system                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Appropriate conjunctions 

Terminology

Resumes for a job

Identify German political 

parties                                                                                                                                                                            

Read an article in active 

tense and summarize it in 

passive tense. 
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Create a German menu                                 

Role-play a restaurant scene                             

Write a blog with real advice 

on dating 

Produce an illustrated guide 

to German governmental 

system                                                                                                                                                        

Create color-coded map     

Produce time-line                                                                                                                 

Write a newspaper article 

describing your schools’ 

recycling efforts                                                                                                   

Generate word walls with 

workplace-related 

terminology

Journal: Politics interest 

Generate Venn diagrams 

comparing and contrasting 

rights and responsibilities in 

Germany and the USA
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How does a German-

speaker figure the tip?    

What are the differences in a 

German restaurant?                    

What is dating like?

How is the government 

organized in Germany?  

What are the major 

industries in Germany?  

Name and locate the major 

German states        

Compere US and German 

recycling system 

What are the different job 

opportunities available?

What are the major political 

parties in Germany today?                                   

Make a brochure for 18-year-

old Germans who wish to 

obtain their drivers license.                             
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Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes a day           

Ask students to describe a 

German dining experience                       

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes a day               

Discuss Germany today

Encourage students to read 

aloud daily                  

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary and maintain 

verb charts  

Encourage students to 

continue to read in German                      

Practice vocabulary daily                             

Access magazines


